Extra-curricular Assignment

CS 100: Introduction to the Profession
Matthew Bauer & Michael Saelee
Attend 2 Different Activities

- Hackathons/Hacknights
- Competitions
- Talks/Seminars
Welcome to the CS 100 blog

This space is for CS 100 students to share their experiences from participating in festivals, talks, hackathons, and other CS-related extra-curricular activities.

Within 7 days of attending a prescribed activity, you should select the appropriate pre-loaded post below to find the comment form. Read the other student comments and either (1) scroll to the bottom to compose a response and “Post comment” or (2) “Reply” to an existing comment. Either way, your response should be 200-300 words in length and contain at least 3 of the following:

- How you felt about the activity before going to it.
- Something new you learned at the activity.
- How the activity helped you understand more about computer science.
- Would you attend an activity like this again?
- Expand/make observations based on another student’s comment.

Have fun out there!
Writeup Requirements

- 200-300 word comment within 7 days of event, either:
  1. In response to the pre-loaded post
  2. In response to another student’s post
- You may attend as a team, but each person must post a response individually!
Team formation: Piazza

add new post:

- I'm one student looking for more people to work with.
- I'm from a group looking for more students.

*Name: Michael Saelee  *Email: lee@iit.edu

*About Me: Introduce yourself. What kind of teammate(s) are you looking for?

(Things you could include: your location, grad/undergrad, when you’re available... help people get to know you!)

Submit
Today’s lecture: Dr. Kyle Hale

- Professor in CS department
- Research area: “Systems”